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Abstract—There are few techniques involved in mitigating defects in developing software at early stages. A concrete and cost effective technique for defect mitigation in early stage is highly indispensable in modern era of software application and implications. In this paper, we are attentive over an effort to initiate a requirement defect mitigation algorithm including three phases working step by step under mitigation process. In the mitigation process flow, the mitigation algorithm may be competent to fix up the defects for delivering significant reliable requirement for the further phases of system development process. The implementation of defect mitigation process would also be appreciated by industry, software developers and innovators in future.

Index Terms—Requirement mitigation process, mitigation algorithm, reliable requirement specification, requirement defect.

I. INTRODUCTION

Decades have been passed for attempting to improve the reliability of the developed software by many researchers but the emergence of defects is still a big problem. Therefore it is necessary to introduce the best practices for identifying defects and their proper mitigation to deliver the reliable requirement for making reliable software. Defect identification and mitigation are limited to risk assessment on ad hoc basis [1], [2]. Some researchers entertain only frequently raised risks and provide a way to handle them. Researchers are interested in unleashing all the handling and avoidance mechanisms for software risks only [3]. Some study narrates only the effect of different patterns of requirements discovery on a software project [4]. In our previous study, free wheel processing assembly consists rotational free wheel structure (Fig. 1) named Defect Mitigation which takes the combined output of Requirement Defect and Severity & Priority to apply mitigation variables for mitigating the defect so that at the outer end a Reliable Requirement Specification (RRS) may deliver [5], [6].

In this paper we are giving an algorithm for mitigating the requirement defect as it identified by inspection technique [6].

II. DEFECT MITIGATION PROCESS

This study is the extension of our previous work [5, 6] in which free wheel structure for Defect Mitigation has been mentioned for mitigating the requirement defects. Here mitigation process is executed through some steps as mentioned in Fig. 1. for delivering the Reliable requirement Specification.

A. Requirement Defect

Whenever the initial requirement enters into the Free wheel processing assembly, entertains by Inspection Technique to deliver the requirement defects then the severity and priority level be assign to each and every requirement defect as it identified by inspection technique [6].

TABLE I: SEVERITY AND PRIORITY LEVEL AND THEIR COMBINATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Critical (S1)</th>
<th>Major (S2)</th>
<th>Minor (S3)</th>
<th>Cosmetic (S4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Priority</td>
<td>Urgent (P1)</td>
<td>High (P2)</td>
<td>Modest (P3)</td>
<td>Low (P4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Delivering the reliable requirement specification.
B. Requirement Defect Description

Requirement defects must be contained in a tabular form within the database which may follow a template of specific attributes, (TABLE II) such as:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defect Position</th>
<th>Defect Indicator</th>
<th>Defect Cause</th>
<th>Defect Mitigation Cost</th>
<th>Defect Severity</th>
<th>Defect Priority</th>
<th>Defect Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>Inadequate</td>
<td>Effort &amp; time taken in</td>
<td>Critical (S1)</td>
<td>Urgent (P1)</td>
<td>a) Actor executes the operational Task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirement</td>
<td>Actor Missing</td>
<td>Requirement Collection</td>
<td>defect identification &amp; Mitigation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b) Mitigating action required immediately.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Above mentioned specimen in the template is given only for one type of defect within functional requirement domain. Here, stored defect is assigned severity and priority for further mitigating action.

C. Mitigation Algorithm

In our previous study we identified many of the requirement type in the requirement document but due to specific elaboration here only five vital requirement types and respective defects is taken as in fig 2. The mitigation variables with respect to requirement defects are taken for fixing the defects.

\[
\begin{align*}
A[1..m] & = 1 2 3 4 5 6 \\
B[n] & = 1 2 3 4 5 6
\end{align*}
\]

Structure as an array A (m) & B (n) respectively. This algorithm is working in three phases, Phase 1: This will match the requirement defects and respective mitigation variables under requirement type (such as: RS matches with RSM). Phase 2: After phase 1 individual defect will search its respective mitigation variable under specific requirement type. Phase 3: In this phase mitigation variables may perform three tasks (fix up, fix later or no action).

D. Reliability Assessment and Process Termination

As per the definition of reliability,
\[
R(t) = I - F(t)
\]

\[F(t)\] is the probability of function failure during time \(t\). [7], [8].

Similarly, the number of mitigated defects (MD) may be assessing through the number of non mitigated defects so the percentage also.

The Significance Level of mitigated defect may also be drawn with the help of below given two equations (1) & (2).

\[
\text{MD} = N - \text{NMD} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{Significance Level} = \frac{\text{MD}}{N} \quad (2)
\]

MD: Number of Mitigated Defects
N: Total Number of Identified Defects
NMD: Number of Non Mitigated Defects

After the assessment of significance level of overall requirement document the mitigating action as well free wheel assembly process will stop working.

E. Reliable Requirement Specification

The mitigation process in this study has limitations to evaluate whole requirement defect. Several requirements are bounded for self efficacy completely those are depends on severity and priority of respective defect. In this reference, the mitigation algorithm may play a vital role to examine the requirement defect as well as for implementation for mitigation and so forth the Reliable Requirement Specification may deliver. This reliable requirement document may contain in specified storage place.

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Requirement defect mitigation and its Reliability assessment against quality software entails recording of defects within the Requirement Defect database and assigns their Severity & Priority level. Therefore this study exposed the process to analyze requirement defects and their mitigation through comparison of defects and their equivalent mitigation variables through mitigation algorithm.

Through mitigation algorithm half of the overall defects may be mitigated in the first pass and in second pass half of the rest part and if third pass is needed then few of the residue defects will be mitigated. Our future work is to implement and validate our framework to RRS and this mitigation process with algorithm so as to show its usefulness in the software industry for developing reliable software.
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